Going to trial?
You want us in the “hot seat.”

Focus on your arguments. Leave the technology to us.

Our Trial Technology Specialists are well versed in state-of-the-art technology, seasoned in the demands of trial and keenly conditioned to the nuance of courtroom protocol and procedure.

Our Trial Techs have spent more than 6,000 days in the “hot seat” supporting high-stakes trials in both state and federal venues nationwide.

They are accustomed to walking into high pressure environments and instilling calm in the courtroom and war room.

Their round-the-clock presence and dedication ensures they are ready when you are. Whether rehearsing with a witness or troubleshooting A/V equipment, we make sure your presentation goes smoothly.
**Pre-Trial Preparation**

- Provide equipment recommendations and set-up
- Create trial presentation database
- Scan/load documents and graphics
- Synchronize deposition transcript to video
- Create clip designations and edit deposition video and/or audio clips based on trial team directives

**In the War Room**

- Update and manage trial presentation database
- Taking direction from the trial team, prepare document highlights and annotations
- Run through presentations with trial team

**In the Courtroom**

- Provide on-demand access to documents, transcripts, videos, photos, graphics and animations
- Responsive to “off script” changes during trial
- Perform seamless, on-the-fly document highlights, annotations and side-by-side comparisons based on trial team directives

**About Our Techs**

- In the “hot seat” an average of 200 days a year
- Handle engagements ranging from month-long trials to simple one-day proceedings
- Average of 10 years’ experience supporting trials, arbitrations and mock jury exercises
- Integrate with trial team’s own culture and style
- Understand courthouse logistics and judicial preferences around the country

*With more than 500 years of collective trial experience...been there. Done that.*

- Antitrust
- Arbitration
- Banking/Lender Liability
- Class Action
- Construction
- Contracts
- Copyright
- Criminal
- Environmental
- Fraud
- Government
- Insurance
- Intellectual Property
- Labor/Employment
- Mass Tort
- Medical Device
- Medical Malpractice
- Personal Injury
- Pharmaceutical
- Product Liability
- Professional Malpractice
- Real Estate
- Securities
- Toxic Tort
- White Collar Crime